TECHNOLOGICAL LINE
ELIMINA/DELETE GRAFFITI ECOLOGICAL PRODUCT.
It acts in a selective way without damaging the
support. Ecological product , free of chlorinated
solvents harmful to the environment . The product
affects neither the consistency nor the surface
appearance as it acts on the part to be cleaned only .
Apply the product and leave for about 10 minutes with
an increase even up to 12 hours on porous or
important layers. If after this treatment it will remain
halos or shadows , apply ELIMINA ALONI (DELETE
HALOS) to smooth surfaces . We recommend applying
PREVEN GRAFFITI to prevent and protect surfaces from
new vandalisms.
Product’s Yield: 5-8 sqm / liter of product.
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ELIMINA/DELETE ANTIGRAFFITI HALOS
Alkaline based cleaner designed to remove the persistent
graffiti halos and vandalic sentences.
Suitable for use on natural stones and absorbent building
products.
DO NOT APPLY ON METALS, DELICATE POLISHED AND / OR
LEADED STONES and NOT RESISTANT ALKALIS SURFACES.
The product should be used after surface cleaning with
DELETE GRAFFITI product, mainly on porous surfaces having
deep and strong halos.
Apply the product by brush or synthetic fiber roller leaving it
for 15-20 minutes; the cleaning action can be aided with the
use of brushes or abrasive pads. In case of strong halos,
repeat the process and only at the end of treatment rinse a
lot with pressurized water to remove residual products. It is
recommended to complete the work with a PREVEN
GRAFFITI product treatment to protect the surface from new
vandalisms.
Indicative spreading rate: 4-7 sqm / liter of product.
Warnings: test first the product on a small part of the surface
to avoid possible unwanted effects.

Code

Package
liter

1200075

0,75

12005

5

120010

10

120020

20

Code

Package
liter

1201075

0,75

12015

5

120110

10

120120

20

PROTECT GRAFFITI LINE
Wax-based mountain and fluoropolymers product for
the protection of natural stones, absorbing building
artifacts and historical or monumental Properties.
Its active ingredients prevent the paints’ rooting on
treated areas, making it quite easy to remove it. It is a
environmentally friendly water product, breathable
and oil repellent at high resistance. It protects against
smog too. The product must be applied on absorbent
clean and dry surfaces only; it is ready for use and can
be applied by roller, by brush or even by pressure
steamer. The correct application involves two coats
"wet on wet"; in presence of particularly porous
surfaces it is recommended to apply the product up to
complete saturation of the area. The product must be
applied on the surface to be protected evenly
without lumps and stagnetions.
The product becomes effective when it will be dry. To
clean Graffiti simply use hot water Vaporella under
pressure hot water (80° c. 20/40 BAR). After each
cleaning, protective part is removed too, it is
necessary to repeat the treatment to renew protection.
Indicative Yield: 5-7 sqm/liter of product.
Warning: test first the product on a small surface
portion to avoid possible unwanted effects.
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Code

Package
liter

1202075

0,75

12025

5

120210

10

120220

20

